DNA fingerprinting is a genetic typing technique that allows the analysis of the genomic relatedness between samples, and the comparison of DNA patterns. This technique has multiple applications in different fields (medical diagnosis, forensic science, parentage testing, food industry, agriculture and many others). An important task in molecular epidemiology of infectious diseases is the analysis and comparison of pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) patterns. This is applied to determine the clonal diversity of bacteria in the follow-up of outbreaks or for tracking specific clones of special relevance. The resulting images produced by DNA fingerprinting are sometimes difficult to interpret, and multiple tools have been developed to simplify this task. In this article, we present a survey of tools for analysing DNA fingerprints. In particular, we compare 33 tools using a set of predefined criteria. The comparison was carried out by hands-on experiences-whenever possible-and inspecting the documentation of the tools. As no system is preferred in all the possible scenarios, we have created a spreadsheet that can be customized by researchers to determine the best system for their needs.
Introduction
Bioinformatics is fundamental to analyse, process and understand the huge amount of biological data obtained with the use and development of the new technologies of molecular biology. This new multidisciplinary field gathers knowledge of different areas, such as biology, computer science, genetic, physics and mathematics among others. There are many informatics tools designed to facilitate the study and annotation of genomes and the analysis of their expressions [1, 2] , as well as to predict and identify particular sites, such as promoters [3] or splicing sites [4] ; some of them developed as web servers [5] [6] [7] . On the other hand, there are other tools for the analysis and processing of images, which have also suffered an important advance, and have many applications in the biological field among others. In this sense, one technique of high utility is DNA fingerprinting: a genetic typing technique that allows the analysis of the genomic relatedness between samples, and the comparison of DNA patterns. This technique has multiple applications in different fields (medical diagnosis, forensic science, parentage testing, food industry and agriculture, just to name a few). An important task in molecular epidemiology of infectious diseases consists in analysing the genomic relatedness between bacterial clinical isolates. For this purpose, there are different molecular methods such as plasmid fingerprinting, ribotyping, amplified fragment length polymorphism, random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), restriction fragment length polymorphism, rep-PCR, simple sequence repeats or pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE). Regarding the latter, it enables the separation of large DNA molecules in an agarose gel matrix by applying an electric field that periodically changes direction. Owing to its high discriminatory power, it is most useful for differentiating closely linked strains [8] , and to determine the clonal diversity of bacteria in the follow-up of outbreaks, or for tracking specific clones of special relevance [9, 10] . This technique is considered as the gold-standard approach for molecular epidemiological investigations.
The interpretation of banding patterns by visual observation can be sometimes complicated, especially when comparing patterns that are distant, and it can be highly dependent on the researcher who reads them. There are multiple software tools that can help to simplify this task as well as to eliminate the possible suggestibility derived of the human eye. Namely, we can find several systems that allow the researcher to analyse lanes with a high amount of bands and to represent the results as dendograms.
Despite the importance of DNA fingerprinting, and the considerable amount of tools that are currently available, there is not, at least as far as we are aware, a thorough comparison of the features included in each tool. Two small surveys were presented in [11] and [12] comparing, respectively, three and two tools for a particular case study-from the tools studied in these surveys, only one tool is currently maintained. Additionally, a small comparison considering four criteria for six tools was presented in [13] .
In this article, we have surveyed the functionalities supported by several tools to analyse DNA fingerprint images (from now on gel-images). The workflow to process gel-images is summarized in Figure 1 , and the stages of this procedure have been the basis to define the criteria evaluated in our survey. Let us briefly explain each stage.
After the acquisition of the gel-image, such an image is preprocessed. As a general principle, gel-images should remain as close as possible to the original acquired data. However, there are some attributes (e.g. the brightness and contrast of the image) that can be changed to increase the quality of the image, and to facilitate its analysis [see Step (1) of Figure 2 ].
In the second stage, the 'lanes' (or 'gelstrips') of the image are detected [see Step (2) of Figure 2 ]. In the literature, we can find a vast number of methods for automatic lane detection (see, for instance, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] ). The common idea of these methods is the construction of a 'vertical densitometric-curve' (or 'histogram') averaging the pixel values on the same vertical line. In the densitometric curve, the local minima correspond to the gap between the lanes, and this fact is used to detect the lanes of the image.
Once the lanes of the gel-image have been defined, the third stage of the procedure consists in finding the bands in each lane [see Step (3) of Figure 2 ]. The process to locate bands is almost analogous to the detection of lanes: a 'horizontal densitometric-curve' is computed from each lane, and the local maxima in that curve indicate the position of the bands. Different variations of this method have been studied in the literature [14, 16, 17, 19, [24] [25] [26] .
The next stage is the normalization phase (see Step (4) of Figure 2 ). This step is required to compare banding patterns within the same gel-the band positions of a lane are influenced by experimental conditions-and to compare banding patterns from different gels. Normalization is achieved, thanks to the use of reference lanes in the same gel in which the different strains are running. The utilization of known reference positions of the reference lanes allows the researcher to normalize the rest of the lanes in the gel. A detailed description of the normalization process can be found in [27] .
The last step is the comparison of the similarity among the different lanes. Different methods exist to compute such a similarity using either densitometric curves [27] [28] [29] or band positions [30] [31] [32] . From the similarity among the lanes, a similarity matrix is constructed, and in turn, such a matrix is used to graphically represent the relatedness among lanes using a dendrogram [33] [see Step (5) of Figure 2 ].
These five stages (image preprocessing, lane detection, band detection, normalization and fingerprint comparison) are implemented in most of the tools for DNA fingerprint analysis; hence, they have been the basis to define the evaluation criteria for the survey presented in this article.
Outline
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the evaluation criteria and our evaluation method. A description of the obtained results is provided in Section 3, followed by a discussion in Section 4. The article ends with the conclusions and the bibliography.
Materials and methods

Selection of tools
We screened PubMed Central and Google Scholar looking for corpora publications, and used the Google search engine to create a list of tools specialized in analysing DNA fingerprints-the search strategy that we have followed is described in Supplementary Appendix A1.
This search produced 33 tools (see Table 1 ). We have evaluated these tools using the criteria described as follows. 
Evaluation Criteria
Based on the workflow to process gel-images depicted in Figure 1 , and on discussions with experts in the subject, we have split the evaluation criteria into five categories: C.1. Image preprocessing. In this category, we review the available options to edit (e.g. crop, rotate or flip), and enhance the quality (e.g. adjust the contrast and brightness, or perform gamma correction) of gel-images. C.2. Lane detection. The criteria in this category are related to the options that wrap the automatic detection of lanes in a gel-image. For instance, if it is possible to add and delete lanes manually, modify the detected lanes (e.g. adjust their thickness and position) or whether the detected lanes can be curved. C.3. Band detection. Analogously to the criteria in Category C. 2, we are interested in the options offered to locate bands, and not in surveying the algorithms employed for automatic band-detection. C.4. Normalization. This category gathers the functionality featured for normalising gel-images. C.5. Fingerprint comparison. In this category, we investigate the methods supported by the different systems for comparing fingerprints; namely, the computation of similarity matrices and the construction of dendrograms. Additionally, we study how the dendrograms are presented to the user.
We have also included other two categories: C.0. General features (basic information about the tools; for instance, year of last release or whether the software is free), and C.6. Additional features (functionality that is not necessary for the processing of gel-images; for instance, database storage or the generation of reports). For these seven categories, we have fixed a total of 44 criteria. The list of those criteria is provided in Table 2 -a more detailed description of each criterion can be seen in Supplementary Appendix B.
Results
In this section, we present an overview of the results obtained for the different criteria presented in the previous section-the complete evaluation for each category is given in Tables 12-20 of Supplementary Appendix C.
General features. Most of the systems included in this survey are commercial tools (26 of 33), but they usually provide a demo version that is limited to either a number of usage-days or fixed images-only five of the commercial tools do not offer a demo version. All but one of the tools are available for the Windows operating system, 15 for Mac and 7 for Linux. Additionally, we can notice that there is an interest in developing software tools for DNA fingerprint analysis-most of the tools (26 of 33) were released in the past 5 years.
Another important criterion is the format of the images that can be processed by the different systems. All but one tool work with images in a standard format (e.g. tiff or jpeg). The tiff format-a widely used format for gel-images and, in general, biological images-is accepted by the 87% of the tools.
In this category, we also consider as criterion the minimum hardware requirements that the surveyed tools need to work correctly. In general, these tools can be run without problems in any basic computer.
Finally, the last criterion considered in this category is the number of citations in PubMed Central and Google Scholar. For this criterion, the commercial tools clearly overcome the free tools; namely, the systems with the highest number of citations are ImageQuant (10 595 cites in Pubmed Central and 25 500 in Google Scholar), GelComparII (10 307 cites in Pubmed Central and 11 120 in Google Scholar) and Quantity One (8300 cites in Pubmed Central and 23 400 in Google Scholar)-the searches on Pubmed Central and Google Scholar were carried out on 17 Preprocessing. Before analysing gel-images, researchers tend to apply some safe image-transformations to simplify their work. The most common transformations are cropping (to select the region of interest of the image), flipping and rotating (to adjust the position of the gel) and inverting the colours (depending on user's preference to work with images with light or dark background). These transformations can be applied using general imaging software (e.g. Photoshop [64] or GIMP [65] ); however, from the user's point of view, it is simpler if that functionality is integrated in the tool used for analysing the image. From the 22 tools that allow those image transformations, all of them can either rotate or flip the image, 75% allow cropping and 33% can invert the colours of the image.
In general, it is recommended to optimize the contrast and brightness of the image [27] . This task can be carried out either manually or automatically using different optimization algorithms (e.g. linear or logarithmic)-21 tools offer the functionality to adjust manually the contrast and brightness, and 13 of them can perform this task automatically. In addition, the user can enhance the quality of the images applying gamma correction-a technique used to adjust the lightness of the image [66] -in 10 of the surveyed tools.
Finally, gel-images might contain noise produced during the acquisition stage. This noise can be removed using background subtraction techniques (e.g. the rolling ball mechanism [66] ) or using filtering methods (e.g. median or average filters [66] ). Background subtraction methods correct local background differences and are available in eight of the surveyed tools. Several filtering methods are provided by 16 of the tools to remove 'saltand-pepper' noise or sharpen the bands.
The most complete systems regarding this category are Molecular Imaging Software and the gel plugin of ImageJ, which offer all the preprocessing options previously explained. Lane detection. The majority of the surveyed tools (84%) can either automatically or semi-automatically detect the lanes of a gelimage-some of them (five to be more precise) require as input the number of lanes in the image to obtain a more accurate result. As the precision of the lane-detection step influences the rest of the process, the functionality that serves to manually adjust the detected lanes is essential. The basic functionality to edit lanes is related to the addition and removal of lanes (supported by 27 of the 33 surveyed tools), and the modification of thickness and position (this functionality is available in 24 of the 33 tools).
The lanes of gel-images do not usually run completely straight; therefore, it is an important issue whether the detected lanes can be curved, and whether they can have different thickness. If these options are not supported, the detected lanes might either include irrelevant information or lose some relevant part of the lane. The functionality to manage lanes with different thickness is implemented in most of the tools (84%); on the contrary, less than half of the tools (36%) can work with curved lanes.
Once the lanes have been detected, and before continuing with the analysis of the gel-image, it might be useful to enhance the quality of the lanes subtracting their background. As this operation is less computing-intensive than subtracting the background of the whole image, tools usually provide this functionality-22 tools can subtract the background from lanes, seven of them also support the background subtraction from the whole image and only the gel plugin of ImageJ provides the option of subtracting the background from the whole image but not from the lanes.
There are several outstanding software tools for the lanedetection task; namely, GelComparII, Gel-Pro Analyzer, TotalLab, Phoretix 1D Pro, Quantity One, ImageQuant, GelQuant Pro, VisionWorks, Molecular Imaging Software and LabImage provide all the functionality evaluated in this category.
Band detection. Analogously to the detection of lanes, the majority of the tools (84%) automatically locate the bands in a gel-imagenote that automatic band detection is more relevant than automatic lane detection, as a gel-image contains just a few lanes, but it might contain dozens or even hundreds of bands.
Roughly speaking, the procedure to locate the bands of a lane consists in finding the local peaks of the densitometric curve associated with such a lane (see Figure 3) . Some of the local peaks come from noise and are excluded by the algorithm using a height criterion (see the dotted square in Figure 3) ; however, this threshold can also exclude low-intensity bands (see the non-dotted square in Figure 3 ). The optimum thresholdheight varies from image to image, and the users can take advantage of tools that allow them to modify this parameter (a functionality provided by 69% of the tools).
Even if the user can modify the threshold-height, it is usually necessary to add and remove bands manually (an instrumental functionality included in 29 of the 33 surveyed tools). Some uncertainties might arise during the manual picking of bands; in those situations, the user can inspect the densitometric curve to decide about the inclusion of concrete bands-the densitometric curves are shown by 82% of the tools, and only three tools that support band picking do not include this 'hint' for the user.
In this category, 23 of 33 tools support all the studied options. This illustrates that the detection of bands is the most important step in the analysis of gel-images, and, therefore, software tools try to simplify this task as much as possible.
Normalization. Normalization among gels is achieved by introducing reference lanes that contain known DNA fingerprint patterns ('reference markers'). A reference marker consists of a set of band positions together with a physical property (mainly, the molecular weight) of each band of such a set. For example, in PFGE, these reference lanes can consist in commercial molecular markers (such as Lambda Ladder PFG Marker, Middle Range PFG Marker or Low Range PFG Marker) or reference strains (e.g. Salmonella enterica Braenderup H9812). From the reference marker, the molecular weight of each band in the gel can be computed. This computation requires two interpolation stages: (1) a vertical interpolation within a reference lane serves to derive a migration model, and (2) a horizontal interpolation is carried out to calculate the shift in each position of the nonreference lanes that fall between the reference lanes.
Matching bands within the same gel using a reference marker is a feature included in most of the surveyed tools (25 of 33); however, matching bands across multiple gels is only available in seven tools-note that the later feature requires database-storage support. All but one of the tools supporting band-matching (i.e. 24 tools) provide the functionality to load and save reference markers for further use-this reduces the burden of introducing the molecular weight of the bands manually each time the normalization step is required.
Several interpolation methods, both linear [67] and nonlinear [27] , can be applied in the two stages of the normalization process. The most common migration models are linear, logarithmic and cubic spline, and the user is in charge of choosing the most suited model for her concrete problem.
Usually, two bands are matched even if their molecular weights are not exactly the same, but they are close enough. This 'closeness' value is obtained from a tolerance that is either fixed or can be modified by the user. In the latter case, the user has more control over the results-this functionality is provided by 16 of the 25 tools that support band matching.
The three most complete tools in this category are GelComparII, Gel-Pro Analyzer and Phoretix1D-Pro.
Fingerprint comparison. Not all the tools surveyed in this article can be used to compare fingerprints; namely, 15 tools provide this functionality (see the column 'Fingerprint comparison' in Table 1 ). The process to compare fingerprints consists of two steps: the computation of similarity matrices, and the construction of dendrograms [27] .
Given a list of n lanes L, the similarity matrix of L is an nÂn matrix where the element of row i and column j encodes the distance between the i-th and j-th lane of L. There are two approaches to calculate the similarity between lanes: bandbased and curve-based [27] -a search in PubMed (see Supplementary Appendix A.3) shows that both approaches are equally used in the literature. In the former approach, the similarity between two lanes is calculated as a coefficient based on the number of matching and non-matching bands. In the latter approach, the similarity is determined using a correlation coefficient computed from the densitometric curves of the lanes. In both cases, different coefficients can be used. The most common band-based coefficients used in the literature are DICE [30] (72%), Jaccard [31] (10%), Ochiai [32] (8%) and Band difference (8%), and the most used curve-based coefficients are Pearson coefficient [28] (75%), Euclidean distance [29] (18%) and cosine correlation [27] (6%). All the surveyed tools that allow the researcher to compare DNA fingerprints can compute similarity matrices using, at least, a band-based coefficient, but only seven of them work with curve-based coefficients. The two most used coefficients (DICE and Pearson) are available in all but one of the tools that work, respectively, with band-based and curve-based coefficients.
The similarity matrices are fed as input to hierarchical clustering algorithms [68] . These algorithms are used to visualize the relations among fingerprints using either a 'dendrogram' or a 'tree'. The main algorithms used in the literature are UPGMA (26%), single linkage (18%), neighbour joining (16%), complete linkage (11%), Ward (8%), maximum linkage (7%) and minimum linkage (6%)-the parameters used for this literature search can be found in Supplementary Appendix A.3. The 15 tools support several methods for cluster analysis, and the UPGMA algorithm is implemented in all of them.
The generated dendrograms can include additional information like the images of each lane (supported by 8 of 15 tools), the band positions (available in 3 tools) or an overlapping of images and bands (supported by 3 tools). Additionally, eight of the tools that generate dendrograms can also display the similarity matrices. On the contrary to dendrograms that provide an overview of the relatedness among the studied lanes, the similarity matrices can be used to inspect the concrete relation (a numerical value) between two lanes.
In this category, the 'best' system is GelComparII, as it offers the most used methods both for the computation of distance matrices and for the construction of dendrograms. If we focus only on the computation of distance matrices, gelQuest is the most complete tool, offering a wide variety of methods. In the case of dendrogram construction, GelComparII, Quantity One and VisionWorks are the systems that support the most common methods applied in the literature. Finally, from the output point of view, GelComparII is the only system that includes all the evaluated criteria.
Additional features. The features included in this category are not strictly necessary to analyse gel-images, but they improve the user experience. We include some figures about that functionality:
• 78% of the tools can load unfinished studies previously saved, instead of starting from scratch every time that the user wants to analyse an image.
• 78% of the tools can export the results (similarity matrices, molecular weights and so on) to a spreadsheet format (e.g. Excel)
for further analysis.
• 66% of the tools automatically generate reports.
• 54% of the tools can perform smiling correction-this has the disadvantage that the images are altered, and this goes against principle of staying as close to the original data as possible.
• 48% of the tools can be used to annotate the images.
• 39% of the tools generate 3D models of the gels. This functionality, as the display of the densitometric curves, might help the user to decide whether to include a band in the band-detection phase.
• 33% of the tools are compliant with the GLP/CFR 21 part 11 regulation that ensures the integrity and quality of data.
• 24% of the tools include a database to store and compare several gels.
There are only two systems that include all these features: Gel-Pro Analyzer and Phoretix 1D Pro.
Discussion
In the previous section, we have performed an objective study of several tools for DNA fingerprint data analysis. This study might help researchers to decide the best tool for their needs. Such a decision usually depends on several factors (e.g. the quality of the acquired images, experience of the researchers using software tools or their current budget), and hence, there is no preferred system for all the possible scenarios. To facilitate the decision process, we have created a set of tables summarizing the advantages and disadvantages of each tool (see Supplementary Appendix D), and a customizable spreadsheet (see the Supplementary Materials) that allows researchers to adjust the weight of each criterion to their needs. In this section, we use that spreadsheet to determine the best tool for four different scenarios. We finish this section with a comparison between commercial and free systems.
Case study 1: The most complete tool. As a first case study, we are interested in discovering the most complete tool included in our survey. In particular, if we only study the 'yes/no' criteria included in Table 2 (and detailed in the tables of the Supplementary Appendices), we discover that GelComparII is the most complete tool.
Considering the most complete tools for each category, the most complete programs for image preprocessing (Category C.1are Molecular Imaging Software and the gel plugin of ImageJ that offer more options (e.g. filtering, background subtraction or gamma correction) than the rest of the systems. There are several outstanding software tools for the lane-detection and band-detection tasks (Categories C.2. and C.3.); namely, 10 of the 33 surveyed tools offer all the analysed options for lane detection, and 23 of the 33 inspected tools provide all the features for band detection. The three most optimized systems for normalization (Category C.4.) are GelComparII, Gel-Pro Analyzer and Phoretix 1D-Pro. GelComparII is also the most complete system in Category C.5., offering several methods to compute distance matrices and construct dendrograms. Finally, Phoretix 1D Pro and Gel-Pro Analyzer excel at Category C.6. supporting all the surveyed advanced features.
Case study 2: The most automatic tool. In this second scenario, we suppose that researchers work with 'perfect' images-i.e. highquality images without noise, with straight lanes and well-differentiated bands. In this situation, the most suitable tool will be the system that requires less user intervention. Therefore, the marking scheme of this case study rewards the systems that offer automatic processing.
There are five tools that are more automatic than the rest: GelComparII, GelQuant Pro, ImageQuant, Phoretix 1D Pro and TotalLab. All those tools are commercial systems; however, all of them offer a fully functional demo version. Hence, we can evaluate them counting the number of 'clicks' that are necessary to process a 'perfect' image (i.e. complete the workflow presented in Figure 1 ). After the hands-on evaluation, we can conclude that GelQuant Pro is the most automatic tool. In addition to the automatic options for each step that are available in the other four tools, GelQuant Pro offers an option to automatically analyse gel-images based on pre-defined protocols.
Case study 3: The best tool for low-quality images. In general, the quality of gel-images varies from experiment to experiment, and low-quality images sometimes arise. For those images, the most suited system is not a fully automatic tool, but a tool that implements several image-editing options, is highly customizable (allowing the user to adjust several parameters) and helps the user to take decisions.
Taking those parameters into account, the two best systems for processing low-quality images are Molecular Imaging Software and GelComparII. The former supports more options for preprocessing images, and the latter allows a better adjustment in the normalization phase-they are equally good for handling lanes and bands. The disadvantage of Molecular Imaging Software is that it does not generate dendrograms.
Case study 4: The best tool for PFGE analysis. In our last case study, we consider a scenario where the researcher wants to determine the best tool for PFGE analysis. A good system for PFGE analysis should detect accurately both lanes and bands (this might require some user intervention like the selection of missing bands), be precise in the normalization process (supporting several options) and offer the most used algorithms for computing similarity matrices and constructing dendrograms. Additionally, the best tools should compare not only fingerprints from one gel-image, but from several images. GelComparII and Phoretix 1D Pro fully satisfy the above requirements and can be considered the best tools for PFGE analysis.
Commercial versus free tools. In the above case studies, the best tools are always commercial systems. In fact, in the classifications for those case studies, free tools appear either at the bottom of the third quartile or in the last quartile (PyElph is the best free system in Case Studies 1, 3-4, and GelAnalyzer is the best free tool in Case Study 2). This does not mean that free tools are not useful for fingerprint analysis, but that they offer less functionality than commercial systems.
In general, free tools implement the basic functionality for analysing gel-images. However, they lack features to obtain more accurate results (e.g. they do not handle curved lanes), offer less options (for instance, there is no free tool working with curve-based similarity matrices) and do not include advanced features (e.g. database support or 3D visualization).
Conclusions
In this article, we have surveyed different tools for analysing DNA fingerprint data using several criteria. The requirements for the analysis of gel-images vary from researcher to researcher, and there is no best tool for all the possible scenarios. Therefore, our survey does not pick a tool, but offers an overview of the available systems and their features to researchers.
As a by-product of this work, we have created a dynamic survey (in the form of a customizable spreadsheet) that can be adjusted by researchers to determine the most suited tool for their actual needs.
Key Points
• DNA fingerprinting is a genetic typing technique applied in a wide variety of contexts.
• Analysis of DNA fingerprint just by visual observation is a complex and subjective task.
• Several commercial and freely available tools have been developed to deal with the analysis of DNA fingerprints.
• Freely available tools provide just the basic functionality, commercial tools enhance that basic functionality with features that improve the precision of studies and the user experience.
• There is no best tool for all the possible scenarios, as this decision depends on several factors.
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